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Dear Prayer Healing Friends,

Please enjoy the fourth installment from Hugh Lynn Cayce on Jesus Who Became the Christ. Thank you for being a part of this valuable service.

In Love and Light,

Karen Boldt
Prayer and Meditation Services

JESUS WHO BECAME THE CHRIST: Hugh Lynn Cayce

The mind becomes the builder, and the patterns of our thoughts build. In response to a question about fasting, Edgar Cayce once said that it would do a whole lot more good to fast from some negative patterns of thought that were being held to. Food was not hurting near as much as the thoughts that were being held to. Food was not materiality for those purposes of manifesting those very things that are the fruits of the Spirit in thy dealings with thy fellow man. (1348-1)

That's why we're here, according to the readings. We are here in materiality for manifesting the fruits of the Spirit in our relationship with each other. Now and then we make it difficult for each other, but it's still what we've got to do—and we need to get it at.

This is the major pattern—the pattern to end all patterns.

... would all that would learn

Cont. on page 2
The Edgar Cayce readings emphasize the importance of those who are seeking help and participating in the prayer effort—praying for themselves and others on the list—creating a cooperative prayer effort. In the giving comes the receiving.
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□ I want to help save money! Please sign me up to receive the list via e-mail.

You are joined in prayer by the Glad Surrounders, those that seek to be a channel of blessing to their minds, the hearts, the souls of men... He will guide the expression of love in the expression, the giving, the giving, the giving, He will be the hand, the right hand of the physical consciousness, the longings of the heart, the fears, thy shortcomings, thy desires, the dictates He might experience and know all thy thoughts, thy price, even that of passing through flesh as thou that the Father, the Maker, the Creator of the world and all that be created.

February 2020 Affirmation

"Bring me into Thy presence...lighting my life in its every atom." Edgar Cayce reading 281-14

That He, the Christ Consciousness, is the giver, the maker, the creator of the world and all, that be therein! And ye are His, for ye are bought with a price, even that of passing through flesh as thou that He might know and experience all thy thoughts, thy fears, thy shortcomings, thy desires, the dictates of the physical consciousness, the longings of the body. Yet He is at the right hand, is the intercessor for ye all. Hence thy destinies lie in Him...He is He, He was, He ever will be the expression, the concrete expression of LOVE in the minds, the hearts, the souls of men...He will guide thee, for He hath given His angels charge concerning those that seek to be a channel of blessing to their fellowmen; that purge their hearts, their bodies, of every selfish motive and give the Christ—crucified, glorified—a place in its stead." (696-3)

"As given, each finds self most in the application of that it knows concerning the Father's and the Christ's ways in the hearts and lives of others. Not so much self-development, but rather developing the Christ Consciousness in self, being selfless, that He may have His way with thee, that He—the Christ—may guide thy ways, that He will guide thee in the things thou dost, thou sayest. [The readings are talking here about a very down to earth, every day level of activity;] in this manner may one give of self to others most. Not as self-exaltation, but as glorifying the Christ consciousness..." (281-20)

AS HELP IS RECEIVED, REMEMBER TO THANK GOD, THE GIVER OF ALL GOOD AND PERFECT GIFTS.

A.R.E. Prayer and Meditation Services
215 67th Street • Virginia Beach, VA 23451-2061 • 800-333-4499, Ext. 7551
EdgarCayce.org/prayer • prayer@edgarcayce.org

Request for Healing Prayer for the March List

THANK YOU! Your donations completely support this service. I am enclosing a $ card to help support this work. We gladly accept checks, money orders, cash, and the four credit cards listed below.

Visa □ MasterCard □ Discover □

AMEX □

MORNING □ NOON □ SURROUND (Those in need, but who are unable or unwilling to participate), Note: Name will not be listed on the printed list, but individuals will be prayed for each day.

Card Number ____________________________

Expiration Date: ____________

Signature: ____________________________

2020PMNL

THAT WHICH IS GIVEN...GIVES

2020CAYCE

Continued from page 1
The mind becomes the builder, and the patterns of our thoughts build. In response to a question about fasting, Edgar Cayce once said that it would do a whole lot more good to fast from some negative patterns of thought than to reach for the food, of course. The mind becomes the builder, and fasting can also be abstaining from negative thinking so that we do a whole lot more good to fast from some negative patterns of thought that were being held. Food was not hurting near as much as the thoughts were. Fasting is a discipline of the mind. You’ve got to make up your mind before you can stop your hand from reaching for the food, of course. And fasting can also be abstaining from negative thinking so that we do not build negative patterns.

"But as He manifests—a portion of that Godhead that is represented in thee, as in thy Mind—then ye become aware that ye are indeed a child of the living God, and are in materiality for those purposes of manifesting those very things that are the fruits of the Spirit in thy dealings with thy fellow man." (1348-14)

That’s why we’re here, according to the readings. We are here in materiality for manufacturing the fruits of the Spirit in our relationship with each other. Now and then we make it difficult for each other, but it’s still what we’ve got to do—and we need to get at it.

This is the major pattern—the pattern to end all patterns.
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